Datto
Workplace
Datto Workplace, an enterprise-grade File Sync and Share solution, enables MSPs to centrally
configure, manage, and monitor their client’s critical business data. Built for business, Datto Workplace
provides a seamless collaboration platform to clients, for every file, from every device. Managed
Service Providers have complete control over critical business data to support productive and growing
SMBs. Client’s can work anytime, anywhere without putting their security and efficiency at risk.

Complete Governance

Seamless Collaboration

Sophisticated Administrative Controls
Datto Workplace enables customizable
user and group configurations and
policy controls, allowing the right users
to have the proper access. Nothing
more and nothing less. Integration with
Active Directory and Single-Sign on
automate on and offboarding.

Streamline Workflows
Datto Workplace works across
core business tools like O365 and G
Suite, so when file locations change,
productivity doesn’t. Sophisticated
internal and external sharing features
enable efficient collaboration with
anyone, from anywhere.

Workplace Manager
Built for the MSP, Datto Workplace
includes an online portal that allows
for storage management, provisioning,
and administration across all clients.
Comprehensive reporting on system
activity allows for monitoring usage
and aligning on policies and regulations.

Secure Management
Security and Compliance
HIPAA and SOC 2 Compliance, 256-bit
encryption, and 99.99% uptime keeps
business data safe. A geo-redundant data
center infrastructure in the US, Europe,
Australia and Canada means your data
does not need to leave the region.

Flexible Accessibility
Access via server, or in the cloud with
desktop, online, or mobile to optimize
performance without compromising
convenience. Workplace Server
supports a hybrid model, enabling
real-time access outside the LAN
without the need for a VPN.

Proactive Threat Detection
When it comes to Ransomware, incoming
threats are automatically detected,
tracked, and reverted back to safety
without disruption or loss of productivity.
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